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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about security strategies at the message level? 

A. Messages are secured during transport and after arrival at their destination 100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass 

B. Each portion of a compound message is secured. 

C. SSL is required to ensure authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality. 

D. Message attachments are secured without the need for a dedicated API. 

E. Security is dependent on the application environment or the transport protocol. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

MedLabML is a startup firm that moves patient data between different care providers to provide a "single patient view".
They use a B2B system to exchange electronic business document with their key suppliers. They are seeking your
advice about standards to review for improving their message-level security. 

Which standard or API would you recommend they read? 

A. SAML 1.1 

B. Web Service Interoperability Technology 

C. XML Signature 

D. SSL 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are the lead technical designer for a new B2C retail application. A key goal is to minimize design and build
complexity in order to maximize speed to market. 

Which three features of JPA make it the most appropriate technology to use in building the persistence layer of the
application? 

100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass 

A. JPA ensures thread safe semantics 

B. JPA ensures optimal database access logic 

C. JPA does not require an FJB container 

D. JPA provides vendor-neutral database access 
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E. JPA provides ACID semantics 

F. JPA provides transparent scalability 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements apply to unsigned applets? 

A. They can access the client file system. 

B. They can connect to third-party servers. 

C. They can connect to the originating host. 

D. They can invoke public methods of applets on a page. 

E. They can load native libraries. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

A company that sells avatar skins tor virtual reality environments has a static website for advertising their wares. The
website was built using What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) html editor and also contains a lot of JavaScript.
The company now wants to add server side processing capabilities developing a shopping application, the company is
considering using JavaServer Faces (JSF) 

Which statement is true? 

A. The JavaScrip code has to be rewritten to conform to JSF standards. 

B. JSF tags cannot be integrated into the HTML generated by WYSIWYG editors. 100% Real QandAs | 100% Real
Pass 

C. The web pages cannot be previewed accurately with a generic WYSIWYG HIML editor. 

D. The web pages must be converted into Face lets. 

Correct Answer: C 
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